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Inner As Good
As The Outer

Step into a well-designed home or a fancy hotel and what strikes you will be the tasteful 
and elegant choice of furnishings and colour themes.  Topping off this experience will 
be a careful choice of faucets, wash basins and sanitary fittings to ensure the outer looks 

as good as the inner. As a sanitary fitting specialist that delivers boutique-styled wares, Viva 
Nueva is the place for home and business owners looking for that little bit more when it comes 
to their intimate rooms. 

Situated at 496/498 Sims Avenue and 458 Balestier Road, the two showrooms with a combined 
floor space of 4,600 square feet stock a comprehensive range of faucets, bathtubs, wash 
basins, water closets and related accessories. These include mirror cabinets, stainless steel 
baskets, tower racks, tumbler holders and soap dishes. Striving to complete the one-stop 
experience, Viva Nueva also provides curtain and lighting fixtures with an extensive list of 
fabric choice, colour themes and customization options offered. 

With its expertise in fixtures, Mr Meldon Tan and the team at Viva Nueva have developed 
their in-house series of premium products. These include M.MIQ (tap fittings), Ceramiq (basins 
and toilets), BlancSteel (kitchen sinks), Arganto (curtain frames) and Alfonza (day-curtains). 
Specially designed to fit the lifestyles of modern home owners, the in-house series delivers 
premium quality products at a competitive price. 

Recalling his entrepreneurial journey, Mr Meldon Tan shares on the founding years of Viva 
Nueva. Facing initial challenges, Viva Nueva broke through the initial years with the favourable 
support of Interior Design firms, architects and sub-contractors. Offering only toilets and kitchen 
accessories initially, the company grew to include curtains and lightings in 2012 – a sign of its 
ongoing progress. Its present business volume is shared across project supplies for commercial 
buildings such as boutique hotels, residential projects and walk-in retail.

Throughout the journey of Viva Nueva, Mr Meldon Tan relies on key values that undergird the 
business. These include an adherence to quality service and a philosophy of ‘treating his staff 
as family’. Having started from the bottom as a worker, he understands the challenges faced 
by each member of his own staff. This has resulted in a loyal team that delivers the Viva Nueva 
experience – premium products with genuine service. 

With the steady appreciation of home prices in the last decade, it makes perfect sense to 
invest one’s home. For perfect sensibility in fixtures and fittings, a visit to Viva Nueva couldn’t 
be better.
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